
RESOLUTION ON RESPONSIBLE AND SUSTAINABLE MARIJUANA LEGALIZATION 

 

Background: 

 

Marijuana-related arrests and prosecutions have long featured prominently in the United States’            

failed war on drugs. Marijuana accounts for over half of all drug-related arrests and the vast majority of                  

those arrests are for small amounts. Anti-marijuana laws were first adopted over a hundred years ago to                 

target primarily Mexican migrants and Mexican Americans. The term “marijuana” itself was racialized,             

meant to associate the plant with Mexican-origin people, stigmatizing both. And ever since, Black and               

Brown communities have suffered disproportionately from draconian enforcement of anti-marijuana          

laws. 

We’ve known at least since the publication of the Shafer Report almost fifty years ago that the                 

criminalization of marijuana wasn’t necessary or effective. But instead of listening to his own advisors,               

President Nixon continued on with the racist “War on Drugs” policy — contributing to the mass                

incarceration crisis that has cost us $1 trillion and disrupted countless lives. Nevertheless, even as the                

federal government has held fast to its outdated marijuana policy, states have led the charge in                

adopting thoughtful, evidence-based marijuana policy. What we have learned in the eight years since              

the first states legalized marijuana is that legalization works. The number of marijuana arrests in states                

that legalized have plummeted. States have saved hundreds of millions of dollars by decreasing their               

rates of marijuana arrests and incarceration, and collected billions of dollars in tax, licensing, and fee                

revenue from the marijuana industry. And despite the “gateway drug” myth, the overwhelming majority              

of people who use marijuana do not go on to use other illicit drugs, nor has legalization of marijuana led                    

to an increase in violent crime. 

Despite the successes of various states who have legalized marijuana, it is important to note               

worrying trends and complications. Due to federal level restrictions, marijuana remains a cash business              

with little to no (legal) banking access for the owners of pot retail outlets. In some states this has pushed                    

the pot store owners into legally laundering their cash by buying up real estate and other assets to have                   

some way to store their money, which is in turn having an inimical effect on the housing market in some                    

of these states. It also makes these businesses a target for armed robbery. Another problem has been                 

the increasing consolidation of the growing and distribution networks, which carries the risk of              

monopoly pricing. Yet another problem is that pot cultivation runs the risk of creating environmentally               

harmful monocultures grown on ever larger plantations that are dependent on chemical fertilizers,             

pesticides, and herbicides, and in fields tended and harvested by precarious immigrant laborers. Lastly,              

the pot industry has tended to benefit wealthy, white entrepreneurs who are now making a killing on a                  

product whose possession previously led to the mass imprisonment of Black and Brown people and the                

expropriation of their assets.  

In light of these problems, our approach to marijuana legalization must be prudent and              

well-thought out. As a first measure, we must vacate and expunge all past marijuana-related              

convictions. Tax revenue collected at the federal and state level must be directed at investing in the                 

communities that were disproportionately affected by the war on marijuana. At the state level, states               

must weigh whether it makes sense to turn the pot industry over to licensed private individuals and                 

entities to grow and/or sell marijuana in retail outlets or whether the state should maintain a monopoly                 

on sales as is the case with ABC stores and seek to create a network of not-for-profit cooperative farms.                   



The federal government and state governments should prevent big tobacco and other agricultural             

corporations from participating in the pot industry. The government should regulate the commercial             

cultivation of marijuana to prevent the rise of harmful monocultures and provide funding and technical               

assistance to farmers to use organic and ecologically friendly growing practices. In light of the fact that it                  

remains illegal at the federal level, states should seek to create pot banks that can hold this money and                   

leverage those deposits for further investments in disadvantaged communities and provide assistance to             

growing cooperatives. Lastly, governments should lightly tax marijuana products so as to properly             

compete with the existing black markets.  

Therefore, be it  

RESOLVED, that the 8th Congressional District Convention calls on the Virginia Delegation to United              

States Congress: US Senators Tim Kaine and Mark Warner, along with US Representatives Don Beyer,               

Gerry Connolly, Elaine Luria, Donald MacEachin, Bobby Scott, Abigail Spanberger, and Jennifer Wexton             

to pursue the following in Congress: 

● Pass legislation to deschedule marijuana, expunge marijuana-related convictions, remove         

obstacles to banks from servicing the marijuana industry, redirect a portion of tax revenues to               

reparations for communities disproportionately impacted by the war on marijuana, regulate the            

cultivation of marijuana to prevent environmentally harmful plantation-based monocultures,         

and prevent tobacco companies and agri-giants from participating in the cultivation and sale of              

pot; and be it further  

RESOLVED that that the 8th Congressional District Convention calls on Governor Ralph Northam of the               

Commonwealth of Virginia and the elected Democratic representatives of the General Assembly of             

Virginia to pursue the following: 

● Pass legislation to legalize recreational use of marijuana by adults at least 21 years of age and                 

maintain a state monopoly on its sale using existing ABC liquor stores (while banning              

advertising); 

● Pass legislation to redirect a portion of revenues raised from the sale of marijuana for               

investment in the communities disproportionately impacted by the war on marijuana; 

● Pass legislation and establish funding for the creation of a network of not-for-profit marijuana              

cultivation cooperatives utilizing environmentally sustainable and organic growing methods;  

● Conduct a study on establishing a publicly owned “pot bank” to hold money earned from the                

sale of recreational marijuana if it is to be legalized before the federal government has               

descheduled it;  

● Pass legislation to prevent big tobacco companies and large agricultural corporations from            

participating in the pot industry.  


